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Background: Data Discovery

Data discovery over

● Web table corpora

● Corporate data lakes

● Open Data repositories

Goal: Find connections between 
datasets and go beyond keyword 
search
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Observations

Modern organizations also face data 
discovery challenges when dealing 
with structured data (i.e., data in 
cloud data warehouses).

● In large CDWs, few people have 
a good understanding of data

● Data is added in a much less 
modeled state

● Business users may not have the 
expertise to navigate data

● There are valuable relationships 
not defined by the relational 
model
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Background: Sigma
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Discovery Need in Sigma - LOOKUP
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Discovery Need in Sigma - JOIN
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Motivations

● There is a need for surfacing relationships to help business users connect 
related tables within and across schemas
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● Many aspects of data discovery, particularly those pertaining to enterprise 
settings, are less explored

○ Existing solutions assume (at least) a full pass of underlying data

■ How to estimate joinability without access to full data

○ Value to work flows of business users



Problem Definition
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Given a corpus of tables S, a query 
column cq from a table, and a 
constant k, find up to k candidate 
columns from S in descending order 
of semantic column joinability.

Hypothesis: Embeddings can 
encapsulate column semantics and 
serve as a proxy for their join-ability.



Solution Overview: WarpGate
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Solution Overview: Column Embeddings

The embedding representations depend on the embedding model

● Whether the model is (pre-)trained over tabular data

● The size of the training corpus

● The efficiency of model inference
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Challenge: How to adapt embeddings for data and join discovery?

● Self-supervised contrastive learning



Solution Overview: 
Indexing

● Index: Locality-sensitive hashing 
(LSH)[1]

● Basic idea: Maximize hash 
collisions for similar inputs

● LSH to approximate cosine 
similarity: random projection[2]

[1] Gionis et al. "Similarity Search in High Dimensions via Hashing." VLDB. 1999.
[2] Charikar, Moses S. "Similarity estimation techniques from rounding algorithms." STOC. 2002.
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Solution Overview:
Search

● A user only needs to select a 
column of interest

● The query column is embedded 
and hashed

● Search within the sub-universe 
of embedding vectors with the 
same hash
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Solution Overview: WarpGate Interface
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Experiments: Setup

● Datasets
○ NextiaJD (XS, S, M, L)

■ Across-schema joins
■ Effects of dataset size

○ Spider dataset
■ PK/FK detection

○ Sigma Sample Database
■ Ad-hoc discovery

● Baselines
○ Aurum
○ D3L
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Experiments: Effectiveness
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● Across-schema joins: WarpGate consistently obtains higher precision and recall 
compared with two baselines as 𝑘 increases

● PK/FK detection: Warpgate compares favorably with the ensemble approach (D3L) 



Experiments: Efficiency

● Scanning entire data is 
expensive and won’t give us 
interactive speed

● Index lookup time (in 
parentheses) is only a portion 
of end-to-end time

Dataset D3L WarpGate

testbedS 4.77 3.12 (1.04)

testbedM 57.69 38.73 (8.39)
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Experiments: Sample 
Efficiency

● Need as few as 10 samples to 
get effective embeddings

17testbedS testbedM

● Random sampling 
significantly reduces index 
lookup time & e2e time

Sample Size testbedS testbedM

10 32 (20) 50 (20)

100 43 (20) 59 (20)

1000 65 (20) 82 (30)

ms / query



Roadmap

● Current Stage
○ Deploy WarpGate in Sigma 

staging environment

○ Conduct user study of Sigma 
internal users

● Challenges
○ Envision cpu and memory 

usage when deploying in 
containers over K8s

○ How to quickly rebuild the index 
when service is down
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Conclusion

● We present WarpGate, a prototype for semantic join discovery in Sigma 
Workbooks

● We show that the embedding approach is both effective and sample efficient

● We expect to share more of our experience and lessons of deploying 
WarpGate in the production environment and evaluate its values to end users
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